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Abstract

Theory of Evidence is a mathematical theory

which allows one to reason with uncertainty and

which suggests a way for combining uncertain data.

This is the reason why it is used as a basic tool for

multisensor data fusion in situation assessment pro-

cess.

Although numerician people know quite well this

formalism and its use in multisensor fusion, it is

not the case for people used to manipulate logical

formalisms. This present work intends to give them

the key for understanding Theory of Evidence and its

use in multisensor data fusion, �rst by giving a log-

ical interpretation of this formalism, when the num-

bers are rational, and secondly, by reformulating, in

a particular case, one model de�ned by Appriou for

multisensor data fusion.

Keywords: Theory of Evidence, Classical Logic, Multi-

sensor Data Fusion

1 Introduction

Theory of Evidence is a mathematical theory de�ned
by Dempster [1] and Shafer [2], which allows one to
reason with uncertainty and which suggests a rule for
combining uncertain data provided by several informa-
tion sources.

In this theory, the uncertainty is represented by the
fact that any proposition of the frame of discernment is
assumed to be associated with a real number, called its
mass, which belongs to [0,1] and such that the mass of
the contradiction is 0, and the sum of all the masses is
1. Given all the masses, one can thus de�ne two other
numbers: the degree of belief of a proposition, which is
also a real number belonging to [0,1] and which repre-
sents the degree of support a body of evidence provides
for this proposition, and the degree of plausibility of a
proposition, which is also a real number belonging to
[0,1] and which represents the extend to which one fails
to doubt the proposition. Furthermore, this theory also
focuses on the combination of degrees of belief through
Dempster's rule of combination. This explains why the

Theory of Evidence is commonly applied in data fu-
sion problems where data are uncertain. For instance,
in object identi�cation problems, (i.e, situation assess-
ment [3], candidate assessment [4]) the point is that
several sources provide their own beliefs about an ob-
served situation, and the problem is to decide which is
the actual situation.

But, besides that, it is well admitted that formal
logic (classical or modal) aims to model reasoning pro-
cesses by o�ering a language and its semantics for
representing information and axioms for characteriz-
ing the correct reasonings. And, in the context of
beliefs modelling, many logical approaches have been
proposed for reasoning with beliefs that one or several
agents have about a situation [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11].

So, it is pertinent to point out the relations between,
on the one hand, the numerical method for data fu-
sion suggested by Dempster and, on the other hand,
the logical methods suggested by logician people. We
think that the �rst step is to reformulate the Theory
of Evidence in logical terms. This is the �rst aim of
this paper which presents Theory of Evidence in the
light of classical propositional logic by establishing a
relation between these two approaches to information
representation and reasoning. Of course, since classi-
cal propositional logic is not adequate to reason with
uncertainty, we show which are the notions which must
be added over it to interpret correctly the way Theory
of Evidence deals with uncertainty.

The second aim of this present paper is to explain,
in logical terms, the way Theory of Evidence is used
for multisensor data fusion and specially the way the
masses are obtained.

We insist on the fact that the logical interpretation
given in this paper is valid only in the case when the
numbers (the masses, the degrees of belief, the
degrees of plausibility) are rational numbers. In
this restricted case, the interpretation we give is simple
and we think that it can be helpful for people who
are not familiar with numerical formalisms, for quickly
having a presentation of the Theory of Evidence and
its use in multisensor data fusion.



One must notice that our aim is not to de�ne a
new non-classical logic that allows one to reason with
degrees of belief or plausibility. In that sense, our aim
is di�erent from A. Sa�otti's one [12] or Dubois, Lang
and Prade's one [13].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a reformulation, in a logical setting, of the
main concepts of Theory of Evidence and formal equiv-
alences are established. We assume that the reader is
familiar with both theories. Section 3 presents an ex-
planation in logic, of the way the masses are obtained
in mutisensor data fusion according to one model de-
�ned by Appriou. Finally, section 4 lists some conclud-
ing remarks.

2 A logical interpretation of

Theory of Evidence when

numbers are rationals

2.1 Main concepts

Let � = fH1; :::;HNg be a frame of discernment. We
say here that � is a propositional language whose
propositional letters are H1:::HN .

Under the Closed-World Assumption, we consider
the axiom: (CW) H1 _ :::_HN

Since the Hi are supposed to be exclusive, we con-
sider the axioms: (EXCL) :(Hi ^Hj) if i 6= j

In consequence, the possible worlds are the N worlds
w1; :::wN where wi is the world in which onlyHi is true.
Thus, the problem of identi�cation is the problem of
determining which, among these N possible worlds, is
the actual world.

We denote EV the theory whose proper axioms are
(CW) and (EXCL). As usual, the relation of logical
consequences is denoted by j=.

One can notice that in theory EV , any proposition
is equivalent to a positive clause1. So here, the Refer-
ential of De�nition is the set of positive clauses of
�. And the masses and degrees of belief will be de�ned
for positive clauses only.

The basic notions of the Theory of Evidence are
the notion of basic probability assignment and the no-
tion of belief function, associated with an information
source which, by this way, expresses its uncertainty
about beliefs. So, the problem for us is to formalize
Shafer's comments: the basic probability number m(A)
is understood to be the measure of belief committed ex-
actly to A; the degree of belief Bel(A) is the total belief

1A positive clause is a disjunction of positive literals.

committed to A.

Before presenting the logical interpretation we make
of these comments, let us �rst give the intuitive ideas:
we consider that an information source (which is as-
sociated with a basic assignment) is an agent who
observes the actual world and then who possesses
some observations. Besides this, this agent possesses a
knowledge base, which allows it to relate observations
it makes to propositions on the situation to be identi-
�ed. And the mass of a proposition A will be de�ned
by the proportion of observations which allows it to
conclude A with no deduction at all (we will say ex-
plicitly deduce A). Furthermore, the degree of belief
of A will be de�ned by the proportion of observations
which allows it to deduce A.

All along this section, we will illustrate our presenta-
tion of Theory of Evidence by considering a particular
example of situation assessment, which is the problem
faced by a police inspector who queries witnesses of a
crime, in order to guess who is the criminal.

Example. Assume that a witness of a crime is asso-
ciated with the assignment: m(P ) = 1=3;m(P [ J) =
2=3. According to the previous intuitive ideas, this
means for us that the witness has some obervations on
the world. For instance, it has observed that the crim-
inal is left-handed, smokes and has dark hair. Besides
that, the witness knows (because the police inspector
told him for instance) that Peter is left-handed, he
smokes and has dark hair, and that John smokes and
has dark hair too. This allows the witness to make
the following reasoning: one observation (left-handed)
among my three obervations allows me to conclude ex-
plicitly that the criminal is Peter. Two observations
(smoking, dark hair) of my three observations allow
me to deduce explicitly that the criminal is Peter or
John. But all my observations allows me to deduce
that the criminal is Peter or John, and no one else.

Let us now formalize these intuitive ideas.

We �rst introduce a new propositional language LO

di�erent from � called the language of the obser-
vations. In the following, LO and � are �xed. By
convention, in the examples, propositional letters of
LO will be written in small and letters of � in capital.

De�nitions. An observation is any conjonction of
positive literals of LO . A set of negative clauses of LO ,
is called a set of constraints on the observations.

In the following, we will consider a given set of con-
straints on the observations denoted CO.

De�nition. O is a set of possible observations
i� O [CO is consistent.

De�nition. A knowledge base is a �nite set of
implications: fo1 ! C1; :::; on! Cng where:
(1) 8i 2 f1; :::; ng; oi is an observation



(2) 8i 2 f1; :::; ng, Ci is a positive clause of �, di�er-
ent from false,
(3) 8i 2 f1:::ng; 8j 2 f1:::ng, 6j= oi $ oj .

De�nition. An information source is a pair:
S =< O;BDC >, where:
(1) O = fo1; :::; ong is a non empty set of possible ob-
servations, all di�erent,
(2) BDC = fo1 ! C1; :::; on ! Cng is a knowledge
base2.

De�nition. Let S =< O;BDC > an information
source and A be a positive clause of �. An observation
o is an explicit explanation ofA in S i� fog[BDC[
EV j= A and there is no positive clause B such that
B subsumes3 A and such that fog [BDC [EV j= B

De�nition. Let S =< O;BDC > be an informa-
tion source. The basic assignment associated with
S is the function denoted m which associates any pos-
itive clause A of � with the proportion of observations
of O which are explicit explanations of A in S. m(A)
is called the mass of A.

In other terms, the mass of A is the number of ob-
servations in O which are explicit explanations of A in
S, divided by the size of O. This is the meaning we
give to Shafer's comment: the mass of A is understood
to be the measure of belief committed exactly to A.

Proposition. m is a function from the Referential
of De�nition to [0; 1] and it satis�es:

(i) m(false) = 0

(ii)
X

A positive clause of �

m(A) = 1

(The proof is immediate)

This proposition shows that this notion of basic as-
signment corresponds to the notion of basic assignment
of the Theory of Evidence (when numbers are ratio-
nals).

De�nition. Let S =< O;BDC > an information
source and A be a positive clause of �. An observation
o is an explanation of A in S i� fog[BDC[EV j= A

De�nition. Let S =< O;BDC > be an informa-
tion source. The belief function associated with S is
the function denoted Bel which associates any positive
clause A of � with the proportion of observations of
O which are explanations of A in S. Bel(A) is called
degree of belief of A.

2We could assume that BDC contains some more rules than
the ones given here, but assuming that it contains exactly these
ones allows us to simplify the presentation

3The clause B subsumes the clause A i� the literals of B are
literals of A.

Thus, the degree of belief of A is the number of
observations of O which are explanations of A in S,
divided by the size of O. This is the way we interpret
Shafer's comment: the degree of belief of A is the total
belief committed to A.

Proposition. Bel is a function from the Referential
of De�nition to [0; 1] and it satis�es:

Bel(A) =
X

B subsumes A

m(B)

Sketch of proof: we �rst show that Bel(false) = 0
since the only clause that subsumes false is false and
m(false) = 0. Then we show, for any other positive
clause, that the number of its explanations is the sum,
for each clause that subsumes it, of the number of its
explicit explanations

This proposition shows that this notion of belief
function corresponds to the notion of belief function
of the Theory of Evidence (when numbers are ratio-
nal).

De�nition. Let S =< O;BDC > be an informa-
tion source. The plausibility degree of a positive
clause A of � is de�ned by: P l(A) = 1�Bel(A) where
A is the positive clause of � which is equivalent to
:A.4

Proposition. P l(A) is the proportion of observa-
tions of O which are not explanations of the positive
clause which is equivalent to :A.

2.2 Dempster's rule of combination

Here, we reformulate Demspter's rule of combination
in logical terms. The presentation of this rule will be
provided only in the case of two information sources.
Nevertheless its generalization is obvious.

Furthermore, in order to simplify the presentation,
we assume that the information sources are equally
reliable, i.e we assume that their respective con�dence
factors are all equal to 1. A logical interpretation of
discounting has been studied and is presented in [14].

Let S1 =< O1; BDC1 > and S2 =< O2; BDC2 >
be two information sources corresponding to two as-
signments m1 and m2. The aim of this section is to
determine the information source S = S1 � S2 which
results from the combination of S1 and S2, in such a
way that the basic assignment of S corresponds to the
one obtained by Dempster's rule on m1 and m2. Since
S is a pair < O;BDC >, the problem is thus to de-

4Indeed, note that :A is not a positive clause, so formally,
Bel(:A) is not de�ned. However, under theory EV there is one
unique positive clause equivalent to :A. It is noted here A



termine O and BDC in terms of O1, O2, BDC1 and
BDC2.

Example. Let LO be the language whose letters
are: dh, b, s, lh whose meaning are the person has dark
hair, is blond, smokes and left-handed. The set of con-
straints is CO = f:(dh ^ b)g. Let us now consider the
two information sources, representing two witnesses:
S1 =< O1; BDC1 > and S2 =< O2; BDC2 > with
O1 = fdh; sg, BDC1 = fdh ! P _ J; s ! Pg and
O2 = fb; lhg, BDC2 = fb ! T; lh ! Pg. These
two sources correspond to the two following assign-
ments: m1(P _ J) = 0:5; m1(P ) = 0:5 and m2(T ) =
0:5; m2(P ) = 0:5.

De�nition. Let S1 =< O1; BDC1 > and S2 =<
O2; BDC2 > be two information sources. We de�ne
the combination of O1 and O2 by the set of obser-
vations: O1 �O2 = foi ^ oj : oi 2 O1; oj 2 O2 and
foi ^ ojg[CO [BDC1 [BDC2 [EV is consistentg

Example (continued).
Here, O1 � O2 = fdh^ lh; s ^ lhg.

De�nition. Let S1 =< O1; BDC1 > and S2 =<
O2; BDC2 > be two information sources. S1 et S2 are
in total conict i� O1 � O2 = ;.

Let us recall here that Dempster's rule combination
de�nes the combined basic probability assigment by:

m(A) =

P
Ai\Bj=A

m1(Ai):m2(Bj)

N

with

N =
X

A6=;

X

Ai\Bj=A

m1(Ai):m2(Bj)

And the case when N = 0 is discarded.

Proposition. S1 and S2 are in total conict i�
N = 0

We prove it by showing that N = jO1�O2j
jO1j:jO2j

5

Notice that in the previous example, the two sources
are not in total conict.

De�nition. Let S1 =< O1; BDC1 > and S2 =<
O2; BDC2 > be two information sources which are
not in total conict. We de�ne the combination of
BDC1 and BDC2 by the knowledge base:
BDC1 �BDC2 = foi ^ oj ! Bij ; such that
(oi ! Bi) 2 BDC1 and
(oj ! Bj) 2 BDC2; and
EV j= (Bij $ Bi ^Bj) and
foi; ojg [CO[BDC1 [BDC2 [EV is consistentg.

5jOj denotes the size of the set O

Example (continued).
BDC1 � BDC2 = fdh^ lh! P; s ^ lh! Pg

De�nition. Let S1 =< O1; BDC1 > and S2 =<
O2; BDC2 > be two information sources which are not
in total conict. The combination of S1 and S2 is
de�ned by the source: S1 � S2 =< O1 � O2; BDC1 �
BDC2 >.

Proposition. The basic assigment associated with
S1 � S2 is identical to the basic assignment as de�ned
by Dempster's rule.

Example (continued). The combined source is
< O1 � O2; BDC1 �BDC2 > with
O1 � O2 = fdh ^ lh; s ^ lhg and
BDC1 � BDC2 = fdh^ lh! P; s ^ lh! Pg.
So, we can see that all the observations in this com-
bined source are explicit explanations of P . Thus
the assignment associated to this combined source is
m(P ) = 1. We can check that m = m1�m2 as de�ned
by Dempster's rule of combination.

3 Reformulating Appriou's

model in logical terms

In this section, we show that, despite the critics that
can be done, the logical interpretation described previ-
ously can correctly model sensors in multisensor data
fusion.

More precisely, we show how one model de�ned by
Appriou can be reformulated in logical terms. This
model, which is summarized in section 3.2, is examined
only in the case when the variables are discrete.

Notice also that, for simplifying the presentation,
we focus on a particular case of this model, assuming
that the information sources are supposed to
be equally reliable (i.e, their respective con�dence
factors are all equal to 1).

3.1 First critics

The previous interpretation models an information
source by a pair < O;BDC > where O is a set of
observations and BDC is a set of rules whose premises
are observations and whose conclusions are formulas of
the Referential of De�nition.

The main critics one can make about this model is
that it does not a priori corresponds to what is done
in multisensor data fusion.

In multisensor data fusion, a sensor observes the
value of only one parameter. For instance, in situation
assessment, a sensor observes the value of the speed of



the object, its position or its altitude ...

Furthermore, a sensor has a \knowledge base"which
is obtained after a learning phase. This base enumer-
ates the probabilities for observing a value given an
object.

Indeed, during the learning phase, each object of
the discernment frame is presented several times to the
sensor which then observes the value of a parameter
denoted here x. At the end of this phase, for each
object Hi, we know the probabilities P (x = jjHi) such
that6:

8i 2 f1; :::; Ng
X

j

P (x = jjHi) = 1

Example. For instance, let us consider two ob-
jects H1 and H2. During the learning phase, H1 and
H2 are presented several times to the sensor. And
we get, for instance, P (x = 1jH1) = 1=2; P (x =
2jH1) = 1=4; P (x = 3jH1) = 1=4; P (x = 1jH2) =
1=4; P (x = 4jH2) = 3=4.

3.2 Appriou's approach

Given this knowledge base, in order to determine the
basic assignments, Appriou's approach has consisted in
conducting an exhaustive and exact search of all the
possible assignments, which satisfy three postulates
[3]. Appriou has shown that two assigments are candi-
date7. Let us study one of these assignments which is
the following:

mj;i(Hi) = 1� P (x = j=Hi)

mj;i(�) = P (x = j=Hi)

This can be read as follows: if the value of the pa-
rameter observed by the senor is j then, the mass of
the proposition Hi is 1 � P (x = j=Hi) and the mass
of the proposition H1_ :::_HN (if N is the number of
hypothesis) is P (x = j=Hi).

One must notice that each pair <value of the pa-
rameter, object of the discernment frame> is associ-
ated with a basic assignment.

Example. In the previous example, there are two
objects H1 and H2 and four values 1; 2; 3; 4. Thus the
learning phase produces the eigth following basic as-
signments:

m1;1(H2) = 1=2; m1;1(H1 _H2) = 1=2

6The reader must remind that the variable x is supposed to
be discrete

7In the case when the variables are continuous, two families
of assignments are candidate

m2;1(H2) = 3=4; m2;1(H1 _H2) = 1=4

m3;1(H2) = 3=4; m3;1(H1 _H2) = 1=4

m4;1(H2) = 1; m4;1(H1 _H2) = 0

m1;2(H1) = 3=4; m1;2(H1 _H2) = 1=4

m2;2(H1) = 1; m2;2(H1 _H2) = 0

m3;2(H1) = 1; m3;2(H1 _H2) = 0

m4;2(H1) = 1=4; m4;2(H1 _H2) = 3=4

Let us assume that, in operational phase, the sensor
observes the value j0.

For obtaining only one basic assignment associated
with j0, the N basic assignments mj0;1; :::;mj0;N pro-
duced after the learning phase are combined according
to Dempster's rule. Let mj0 be this basic assignment.

Example. Let us assume that in operational phase,
the sensor observes the value 1. Dempster's rule pro-
duces the assignment: m1 = m1;1 � m1;2 de�ned by:
m1(H1) = 3=5; m1(H2) = 1=5; m1(H1 _H2) = 1=5

So the way how sensors work in reality looks dif-
ferent from the way they are represented in the inter-
pretation given in section 2. But in fact, it is not. In
the next subsection, we show that we can reformulate
Appriou's model in our logical interpretation.

3.3 Reformulation in logic

First of all, let us notice that if the probabilities
P (x = j=Hi) are rational numbers, then the values
1 � P (x = j=Hi) are rationals too. Thus, any basic
assignmentmj;i (where j is a value of the observed pa-
rameter and Hi an object of the discernement frame),
can be associated with an information source de�ned
according to our point of view.

Let Sj;i =< Oj;i; BDCj;i > these information
sources.

Let us now assume that in operational phase, the
sensor observes the value j0. Then this sensor is rep-
resented by the source:

Sj0 = Sj0;1 � :::� Sj0;N

3.3.1 Example

Let us again consider the previous example. There are
eigth basic assignments which can be modelled by eigth
information sources. These sources are, for instance:



S1;1 =< fa; bg; fa! H2; b! H1 _H2g >

S2;1 =< fc; d; e; fg; fc! H2; d! H2; e ! H2; f !
H1 _H2g >

S3;1 =< fg; h; i; jg; fg ! H2; h ! H2; i ! H2; j !
H1 _H2g >

S4;1 =< fkg; fk! H2g >

S1;2 =< fl;m; n; og; fl! H1; m! H1; n! H1; o!
H1 _H2g >

S2;2 =< fpg; fp! H1g >

S3;2 =< fqg; fq! H1g >

S4;2 =< fr; s; t; ug; fr ! H1; s ! H1 _ H2; t !
H1 _H2; u! H1 _H2g >

Assume now that the sensor observes the value
1. Then it is modelled by the following information
source:

S1 = S1;1 � S1;2

I.e:

< fa^o; b^l; b^m; b^n; b^og; fa^o! H2; b^l !
H1; b ^m! H1; b ^ n! H1; b ^ o! H1 _H2g >

whose associated basic assignment de�ned accord-
ing to the de�nition given in section 2.2, is:

m1(H1) = 3=5; m1(H2) = 1=5; m1(H1_H2) = 1=5

Obviously, we get the same basic assignment as com-
puted in section 3.2.

3.3.2 Comments

In fact, the interpretation given in section 2 is adequate
for modelling any information source associated to a
basic assignment when numbers are rationals. When
the probabilities P (x = j=Hi) are rationals, the assign-
ments characterized by Appriou's model have rational
values, and then can be associated with information
sources as we de�ned them.

However, one can wonder what is the meaning of the
observations of these information sources and what is
the meaning of the rules in their knowledge bases. For
instance, in the example, one can wonder what is the
intuitive meaning we can give to the letters a; :::; u, and
to the rules a! H2, b! H1 _H2 etc. ?

For answering this question, one must understand
the way Appriou's model de�nes the basic assignments.

Consider the object Hi. During the learning phase

Hi is presented ni times to the sensor. Among these
ni experiments, it happens that the value j is observed
nji times.

Thus we have:

P (x = j=Hi) =
nji
ni

and

1� P (x = j=H � i) =
ni � nji
ni

Thus, among these ni experiments, we have shown
nji times that the rule Hi ! (x = j) is valid. And,

among the ni experiments, we have shown ni�n
j
i times

that the rule Hi ! :(x = j) is valid.

By contraposition, this last sentence is equivalent
to say that among the ni experiments, we have shown
ni � nji times that the rule (x = j)! :Hi is valid.

The value 1� P (x = j=Hi) is thus the propor-
tion of experiments which have shown that the
rule (x = j)! :Hi is valid.

Giving the value 1 � P (x = j=Hi) as mass to the
proposition :Hi comes to say that we have observed
1�P (x = jjHi) times that (x = j) and we have shown
1� P (x = jjHi) times that the rule (x = j) ! :Hi is
valid.

But this process does not build a basic assignment.
The value P (x = jjHi) is not yet attributed to a propo-
sition.

The point is that, given what we know, nothing al-
lows us to decide on which proposition this remainding
mass must be attributed.

Appriou's model satis�es the Speci�cityMeasure
Criterion by stating that the remainding mass must
be attributed to the less speci�c (the less precise)
proposition i.e, to H1 _ :::_HN .

Thus, the assignment characterized by Appriou's
model corresponds to the following information source:

< Oj;i; BDCj;i > de�ned by:

� Oj;i = fx1j ; :::; x
n
j

i

j ; x
n
j

i
+1

j ; :::xni

j g

where the propositional letter xkj means \the kth

observed value of parameter x is j" (or \at times
k, it is observed that (x = j)")

� BDCj;i = fxkj ! :Hi for k 2 f1:::n
j
igg[

fxkj ! (H1 _ :::_HN ) fork 2 fnji + 1):::nigg

The �rst nji rules express that observing x = j
leads one to conclude that the object is not Hi.



The last rules express that observing x = j leads
one to conclude that the object isH1 or,..., orHN .

This shows that the interpretation given in section
2 allows us to correctly model a sensor as used in re-
ality: obervations correspond to the di�erent occur-
rences of observing that (x = j) and rules are the dif-
ferent occurrences of establishing the validity of the
(x = j) ! :Hi or (x = j)! H1 _ :::_HN .

Example (continued). For instance, the two ob-
servations denoted a and b represent the two occur-
rences of observing that (x = 1) (i.e, observing to value
1). The �rst time (x = 1) is observed allows us to de-
duce that the object is not H1, i.e, is H2. The second
time (x = 1) is observed allows us to deduce that the
object is H1 or H2.

4 Concluding remarks

This present work intends to reformulate in logical
terms, Theory of Evidence and its use in multisensor
data fusion.

As far as we know, there are two main other pro-
posals for seeing the Theory of Evidence in the light
of logic: Pearl's model and Kohlas's model8. In both
models, we �nd, under di�erent terms, the three main
notions we call observations, knowledge base and ex-
planations.

For Pearl who de�ned the \probability of provabil-
ity " interpretation of Dempster-Shafer theory [16],
[17], the starting point is a static network of logical
constraints that represent generic knowledge about the
world. Each constraint is a declarative statement on a
group of propositional variables, which speci�es some
possible worlds... In addition, to this static network,
we also have items of evidence that provide direct but
partial support to a select set of propositions in the sys-
tem. Each such item of evidence is modeled as a ram-
domly uctuating constraint that, for a certain fraction
of time, imposes the value true on the propositions sup-
ported by that item. So, the term \probability of prov-
ability" is due to the fact that Pearl interprets the
degree of belief of a proposition as the probability that
a piece of evidence selected randomly, proves it, given
the constraints. The parallel between what Pearl calls
evidence and what we call observations, and between
what he calls a network and what we call knowledge
base is obvious. For making this paralled more ex-
plicit, we could summarize the present interpretation
of the Theory of Evidence by the term \proportions of
proofs", since here, the degree of belief of a proposi-
tion A is the proportion of A's proofs among all the

8Notice that we focus here on logical visions of Theory of Evi-
dence. We do not present others interpretations like for instance,
Smets's Transferable Belief Model [15]

proofs that can be done, given the observations and
the knowledge base.

For Kohlas [18] there is a tight relation between the
Theory of Evidence and assumption-based reasoning
when the arguments are associated with probabilities.
For Kohlas, what we call an information source is mod-
elled by \a body of evidence\", which is de�ned by a
set of arguments, together with a probability measure,
which can imply some hypothesis, given a knowledge
base. Again, the correspondance between what he calls
arguments and what we call observations and between
what we both call knowledge base is immediate.

So both models assume a probability measure on
the observations (evidence, arguments), which intends
to represent their probability to be true, from which
one can infer, given the network (or knowledge base),
masses and degrees of belief. In some sense, these two
models are more general than the one presented here
since they both consider that masses are real num-
bers while ours is restricted to rationals. However, we
think that assuming a probability measure on evidence
is not always adequate in certain types of applications.
For instance, in the small example we have given in
section 2, each witness does not have the probability
of its observations. The only thing that it has is the
set of its observations, all of them being equal in the
sense that it has observed all of them. This points out
the main di�erence between the model presented here
and the two previous models: according to our point
of view, observations (or evidence, arguments) are not
associated to probabilities of beeing true: they are all
considered to be true. Thus the mass (resp, the degree
of belief) of a proposition is not de�ned by the prob-
ability of explicitly deriving (resp, deriving) it, but is
de�ned by the proportion of its explicit proofs (resp,
proofs)

As for the logical interpretation of models dedicat-
ing to multisensor data fusion, we are not aware of
some other similar work.

However, results presented here are very partial in
the sense that we discussed only one model in the par-
ticular case of discrete variables. The study of more
general cases constitutes a foreseen extension of this
work.

Another extension of this work we foresee is that
now, we are able to compare methods of data fusion
de�ned in logics and Dempster's rule of combination.

Indeed, many studies of data fusion have been con-
ducted these last few years, in the Arti�cial Intelli-
gence community. Most of them aim at de�ning se-
mantical characterization of the logical models of the
merged source from the logical models of the sources
to be merged. In any such case, the logical models
of the merged source are the possible models which
are minimal according to an order relation, de�ned
from a distance between logical models. According to



the de�nitions given to this distance, we get di�erent
ways of merging data. In the next future, we would
like to study Dempster's rule according to such an ap-
proach, and �nd (if possible) what is the de�nition of
distance between logical models which underlies this
rule of combination.
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